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Book Review
By Ejnar Farstrup

Johannes V. Knudsen: The Formation Of The Lutheran Church In
America. Fortress Press; 126 pages. $5.95.
This well-written and fully documented description of the
merging of four Lutheran church bodies springing from German,
Swedish, Finnish and Danish ethnic backgrounds is not "popular
reading. " It is however a description, much needed, of a process
in which the heritage of each group is r"ecognized and accepted
for what it is in its own right, but also with a keen awareness of
the subtle changes wrought by the impact of living in an environment vastly different from the conditions previously known to
the original immigrants.
Danish life in America has been a constantly changing
phenomenon. All ethnic groups experienced it when they
migrated. The bridging and blending of various cultures and
religious persuasions in America has been, and continues to be,
one of the most fascinating aspects of the human experiment.
Will Herberg's book " Protestant, Catholic-Jew" is an important
study of what happens. He points out how the second and third
generation descendants of the immigrant become increasingly
influenced by the life-styles and attitudes around them. He suggests that the expression 'the melting-pot' may be too radical and
that the word 'transmutation' might be more to the point.
Regardless of terminology it is an actuality that adaptation to the
new world had implications far beyond a change in location:
Dr. Knudsen's description of the background for the merger is
a necessary introduction to the more detailed description of the
technical aspects of the merger process. The book is an authentic
description of the transitional throes of the four bodies involved.
This is especially so for the two smaller - A.E.L.C. (Danish) and
Suomi (Finnish). In terms of chronology the following samples of
key dates reflect the story for the Danes who became involved in
the establishing of the church of the " fathers" on foreign soil :
1868-Danish Lutheran congregations organized in Indianapolis, Indiana, and Manistee, Michigan.
1869-A commission for work among Danish people in
the U.S. is organized by Lutherans in Denmark.
1870-Several Danish pastors, working with the
Norwegian Church, form a Danish-Norwegian Conference
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in the mid-west.
1872-A Mission Society is founded at Neenah, Wisconsin, which later was to be known as the Danish
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.
1894-A group of pastors and congregations, strongly influenced by the Inner Mission movement in Denmark,
break away from the D.E.L.C.A.
1896- Danish pastors and their congregations leave the
Norwegian Church and merge with the Inner Mission
group to form the United Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church. Thus Danish Lutherans were divided into two
rather sharply defined denominations for the next 64
years. Pietism and differing views on Holy Scripture were
the primary bones of contention.
1944- The U.D.E.L.C. drops the word 'Danish' from its
name and becomes known as the U.E.L.C.
1952- The Crundtvigian D.E.L.C.A. also drops 'Danish'
and takes the name American Evangelical Lutheran
Church (A.E.L.C.)
1960-The U.E.L.C. merges with the American Lutheran
Church (German origin) and the Evangelical Lutheran
Church (Norwegian) and adopts the name American
Lutheran Church (A.LC.).
1963- The A.E .L.C., after having attempted an affiliation
with the United Lutheran Church as a non-geographical
synod, merges with that church, the Augustana (Swedish)
and the Suomi (Finnish) to form the Lutheran Church in
America. The negotiations are the subject of Dr.
Knudsen's book.
The many aspects of the merger process are well described
by the author, who served as the Secretary of the Joint Commission on Lutheran Unity (J .C.L.U .), which was made up of eleven
representatives from the A.E .L.C., thirteen from the Augustana
Church, nine from Suomi and thirteen from the U.L.C.A. At its
first meeting on December 12, 1956, Dr. Franklin Clark Fry,
whose expertise and vision did much to keep the conversations
on course during the subsequent six years, described the first
meeting as follows:
"The skittish tentativeness usual to such occasions was
not necessary ... we trust each other's sincerity. We
started cutting at once into the snarl of problems in our
path ... To nobody's surprise we discovered that we were
all Lutherans and that the consensus among us is a thou-
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sand times greater than the minor divergences in terminology resulting from our previous antecedents."
The term "varying antecendents" was descriptive of much
that would characterize the discussions as they took place from
then on. Dr. Knudsen deals with them in relation to nearly every
aspect of the documents and structures which were to be
developed. From the viewpoint of the A.E .L.C. the major hurdle
to overcome was the matter of the emphasis to be placed on Her
ly Scripture. After all, the heirs of N.F.S. Grundtvig's views had
once, in the days of Adam Dan, been adjudged heretical by
many Lutheran spokesman other than the Danish. They had in
fact been a divisive factor among Danish Lutherans themselves
as noted earlier. The A.E .L.C. had struggled with this item at
several conventions as it prepared itself for participation in the
merger process. As it turned out the Confessional statement of
the L.C.A: was to place the primary emphasis on Jesus Christ and
state that, " in Him, the Word incarnate, God imparts Himself to
man." Scripture is defined not as the 'Word of God, ' but as " the
norm for the faith and life of the church" with the understanding
that the " Holy Spirit uses the proclamation of the Gospel and the
administration of the sacraments to create and sustain Christian
faith and fellowship." This was in no way a compromising of the
stance of the A.E.L.C. Some of the other antecedent bodies had
more hesitation in this regard than did the Danes.
The final outcome of the merger talks can not be said to have
come up with hard and fast answers to all questions. In fact,
several changes have already occurred and more will appear.
And they must! For history continues to challenge us with the unforeseen. Such challenges will be met so long as Christians are
alert to the implication of Christ's message and cognizant of the
world to which it had been directed.
Some of the chapter headings of Knudsen's book indicate the
many organizational matters which had to be dealt with. Among
them were the problems dealing with seminaries, colleges, auxiliaries, structure and relationship of synods, ministers and congregational guidelines, church papers and church school pre>
grams, missions and budgets. Knudsen deals with them in precise
and non-technical terms for the most part. One matter which
should have been included, inasmuch as several cultural and
ethnic backgrounds were being melded or at least placed side by
side, is the provision which was made for " Special Interest Conferences" in the new church. Had these not been included, the
transition period would have been much more difficult. The in-
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elusiveness of the LC.A. in this regard is indicative of the concern
for recognizing and accepting each group, with their differing
heritages, without pressuring for uniformity. The LC.A. at present
lists the following Interest Conferences: Danish with its publication "Kirke og Folk," (J . Knudsen, Editor); Finnish with two
publications "lsien Usko" and " Kirkollinen Kalenteri"; German
with its " Kirchliches Monatsblatt"; and Hungarian with " Eros
Var." These all witness to the gunuine concern of America's immigrant Christians to relay the gospel torch to their own as well
as future generations.
In conclu sion, it is important to note th at there are, onc e
again, signs of still other mergers to come. One of these involves
the LC.A. and the American Lutheran Church. When, and if, this
should come about it would bring together the descendents of
the two Danish Lutheran churches which went their own ways
back in 1894. For the time being Knudsen's book, coupled with
the last three chapters of Dr. Enok Mortensen's book, " The
Danish Lutheran Church in America;' give us the story of what
happened to date.

Ejnar Farstrup is a L utheran pastor, presently retired and residing in Buellton , California , who
has serued Danish American congregations for more than 40 years . He was the last President
of the A.E.L.C. and a member of the Joint Commission on Lutheran Unity .
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The DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY
established in 1977 in order to accomplish the following:

was

Preserve and promote interest in Danish American traditions.
Collect, evaluate, preserve, and display records (books, pictures,
letters) as well as other artifacts pertaining to the life and culture of
Danish Americans.
Encourage Danish American expression in the arts, humanities,
and social sciences.
Promote research into the life and culture of Danish Americans
and serve as an agency through which resulting studies might be
shared and published.
Seek public and private grants or funds to further projects and
programs sponsored by the Society.
Keep members aware of events and thoughts from contemporary
Denmark.
Provide a means of communication and education for members
through a quarterly publication.
Serve as a clearinghouse and provide information on all phases of
Danish American life.
Organize local or regional chapters to encourage fellowship and to
share ideas.
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